13 people were present at the meeting tonight

Meeting Minutes
2/4/2013

- **RHA Update: Rebecca**
  *we went through bi-law and constitution updates, Morgan has the notes (refer below)
  * RHA Drag Show at 830 @ GSH
  * no free food, but they are really good, a group comes in and does it
  * Dux In Tux is March 1st
  * link on the Dash
  * Carson Music Festival: sign-ups are still going on, if you DJ, dance, or play an instrument you can sign up and be in the show
  * RHA council outlined their jobs, nothing that should be questions Morgan will post on the Facebook page and we can discuss
  * Did they bring anything back on the oversight of the hiring? - Mario
    * this week is when they will present that to general council
- **Wi Fi Problems: Stephanie:** rooms in LLC North are not getting any Wi-Fi in the rooms
  * people do not use routers, that would make the Wi-Fi worse
  * apparently the routers cover up and the Wi Fi goes down
- **Oscar Watch Party: President of GSH**
  * reserved the LLC performance hall, Oscar Watch Party
  * wants to have a conjoined event with LLC and GSH
  * meeting next week- we want to see how much money is being spent on the event before we put into action, logistics and then we will decide
  * March 2nd
- **Vacuums: Stephanie**
  * the vacuums suck and it’s not that we need more, we need ones that work
  * join together with all the other halls because we all use the vacuum cleaners, bring it up at the RHA meeting
  * talk to housing about updating the vacuum cleaners
- **Super Bowl: Annie**
  * all the pizza was used
  * we had 174 people show up, mostly from LLC
  * SUCCESS
- **Olympic Opening Ceremony:**
  * all the posters have been put up, we have purchased a banner for the event, Annie will advertise the event on
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Facebook and we can hand out the little slips that Max made
* Pizza pick up at 7:15, people will be willing to wait
  * people will be coming back from dinner at 8

**Voted: 20 Pizzas have been decided**
* pick up time should be at seven o’clock on that Friday Night
  * 100 chairs in the room

- **Valentine’s Day: Isaac**
  * everything is done we just need to order cupcakes from Costco (Hailey is ordering them)
  * the room is reserved, chairs and tables have been reserved, advertisements are up and we know where we are delivering them
  * Stephanie: cover the tables with paper from the hero so we don’t get the tables messy

- **Toy Story**
  * the movies are all 4.6 hours in total
  * Service center open, all of the discs are open
  * cookies and milk available
  * Saturday night movie marathon- Isaac will reserve the room
  * Voodoo Doughnuts?
  * the movie marathon: 8PM-12 AM?
    * people don’t want to start the movies that late, if we start at 8 o’clock we will be done sooner for the people that will stay for the whole time
  * Voodoo Doughnut centerpieces: 40$ a centerpiece, 2 of them one being a space ship
  * 96 donuts (if we cut them in half) so only 48 if you don’t cut them in half
  * we could get a case of Costco cookies
    * cookie bar and half cups of milk ready to go

- **Science event with Randy-Namratha**
  * Voted: Majority wants the performance hall
  * only available for LLC residents
  * Thursday February 27th at 6:30 PM
    * people will be at dinner they wont want to come
  * people that want to come will come

- **Open Forum**
  * Sam- you cannot recycle without having to lift the lid, he almost got soy sauce on his nice jacket
  * Isaac-there are no compost bins around campus you have to go to the dinning halls to compost your coffee cup